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-CHAPTER I 
SURVEY AND ANALYSIS OF 
MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUMS OF 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGES IN NEW ENGLAND 
Introduction 
1 
General statement of' the problem: · When music was introduced 
into the public schools over a century ago; its general 
acceptance wa:s slow. _Due to the efforts of' some ardent and-
energetic leaders, however, progress was steady. About the 
turn of the century, the movement·gathered moment~. Since 
that t~e music education has advanced to the point where it 
is now almost univer-sally accepted as an integral part of 
the whole education of the child. 
llie· reasons for this phenomenal-progress are many, 
not the least of' which are study and organization.. llirough 
study, mistakes can be found, cor~·ections can be suggested, 
and new methods can be f'oJ:>mulated. Through organization, 
contemporaries can be kept _abreast of happenings in the 
general f'ield and new methods can be utilized. lliese, of 
course, are not the only functions of study and organization 
but they are ~portant ones. It should-be obvious that, if 
the field of music education is to continue to progress, 
study and investigation will always be necessary, as will be 
the associations to make these endeavors meaningful. 
• 
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fuere remain .. many problems still to be solved in the 
field of school music. One of the most important of these 
can be found at the· elementary level of education. It is 
generally realized by music educators that the important 
years in the musical training of the child are the years 
spent in the elementary grades. Here, attitudes are formed 
and foundations are laid. It is being realized more and 
more by music educators that the persons who are largely 
responsible for the musical growth of the child are not the 
music specialists but the elementary classroom teachers. 
The attitudes and musical foundations of these classroom 
teachers are certainly significant in the whole problem of 
elementary music. 
The purpose of this study is to determine how and if 
our teacher-training institutions are supplying the students 
in the Elementary Curriculum with the essentials necessary 
to conduct successful music programs in their future work. 
The method is to survey the music offerings of institutions 
which supply a large percentage of these teachers to a 
given area. In order that this purpose may be accomplished 
by this method, it is important first to establish, in some 
measure, the amount and type of training desirable. 
Significance of the problem: It.is a common practice in 
elementary school music for the music specialist to visit 
each elementary classroom briefly once or twice a week, or 
as often as her schedule will allow. During these visits, 
demonstration lessons are presented and problems in music 
- . 
are· 'considered. Because of .the limited tillie of the 
specialist, the classroom teacher is responsible :for most 
of the musical experier1ces her class will receive. With 
the increased emphasis on music ·1n the modern elementary 
··- . .:.-.. .. 
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school, C"it is necessary for the teacher· to have the ability 
to present these experiences capal?lY~ The logical place 
for the teacher- to gain this ability is in the teacher-
training institutions~. ·It is important· that the colleges 
which-train teachers include iri their curriculums the 
studies necessary for the pro.per ·;Preparation of these 
teachers. Without adequate preparation, the classroom 
teacher will"be denying her pupils many of the benefits of a 
good musical experience which, educators agree, all children 
should·have. 
Delimitations i -. The general area covered by this study is 
New England and the schools studied, individually and 
. . 
collectively, are twenty:..on~ State subsidized Teachers 
. Colleges within the· States of New England. 
Specific statement of the problem: .To investigate music 
courses,> r.equired and elective, offered· in the Elementary 
Curriculums. of State Teachers·colleges in New England. 
-
Definition of terms: Training school: A school, elementary 
or secondary_or both, ·operated under the auspices of a 
teachers college,· in which teacher-traine_es may observe and 
~ ·~ 
... _ 
.. 
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practice'· t·eaching techniques •. · 
Sources of data: Course catalogues·furnishedby the colleges 
which this repor.t envelops,· and the usual books, periodicals, 
and reference works found in libraries • 
• 
CHAPTER-IT 
THE ELEMENTARY MUSIC PROGRAM AND ITS RELATION 
TO THE TRAINING OF T~ CLASSROOM TEACHER 
Music plays an import8.nt.role in the modern 
elementary school, not only in the .functioning o:f the 
various classes, but in the school as a wholea Although 
it was once thought o:f as an_educational :frill, music has 
. . - . - - . -
proved to be a significant part o:f the whole development 
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o:f the child. In order :for. this. oojective to be reached, 
however, the. suoject carinot be: held within the bounds o:f a.. 
simple note-reading lesson, or the presentation o:f a rote 
song. "Music education in the elementary school is so 
intimately and so completely_ a part o:f the total educational 
process ••• that it cannot be set apart and treated as a 
separate entity. ul Music can and should be integrated with 
many o:f _the activities assigned to this educational level. 
To be properlycombined with these activities, it cannot be 
restricted to a certain time o:f day :for presentation. In 
most situations, the music speei,alist, limited in the arn.o'unt 
o:f time she can spend with.a class, is not available when 
the most opportune time-to presenta good musical experience 
arrives. I:f these experiences are valuable, then it is the 
duty o:f the classroom teacher tq pr~sent them. · It :follows~ 
_ 1 Brooks, -B~ Marian and Harry A. Brown, Music 
Education in the Elementary School, _(:New York: American Book 
Company, 1946) p. 2. 
then, that it is the duty of the teacher-training colleges 
to assure the acquisition of this preparation to the 
prospective elementary school teacher. 
;>}:: To. gain the musical background necessary to present 
the subject in a meaningful way, muchvaluable time in the 
6 
1 already overcrowded schedules.of teacher-training 
! . 
' ' 
institutions would be required. It would be well to consider, 
in more detail, the value of music-in the life of a child to 
determine its worth as an el·el:llent in both the grade schools 
and the teachers colleges. What. can musrc accomplish.· for 
the child? 
Music Education is,_ of course, working for the 
betterment of society, as is allof education. 
1 Choate, RobertA., "Music Instruction in the 
Self-Contained Classroomn, Music in theElementar~ School,· 
(Chicago: Music Educators National.Conference, 19 l)_p •. ll. 
_ _ · 2 Mursell, James _L., Music and the Classroom Teacher, 
(New York: Silver Burdett Company, 1951) p. '42 •.. · _ · 
• 
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4. Through music children can have the stimulating 
and reassuring experience of' significant success.-
5.- Through music children can be-helped to acb.ieve 
a happy and rewarding group spirit and :feeling. 
6. Through music the group :morale. of' all the children 
in the school_can be enh,anced. 
7. Through music . children can discover rewarding 
interests and occupations in their out-o_:f-school 
living. · _ 
8. Through music .children can grow towards interes~s 
and occupations that will be rewarding in later 
lif'e. · · ···· 
9. Through :music children's cultural horizons can be 
broadened by :means o:f exceedingly convincing and 
- conc.rete experiences. 
Music can and is accomplishing these bene:fits in many 
schools in marty communities.l That suc-9- is_ tb,e case speaks 
well :for the worth-of' the art in ·the school curriculum .. 
' . ' '- - ' - ·-.-' -
~- · It is. unquestionably true., . however, tha '!J in :many 
cases accomplishments such as these are not being realized. 
The answer to these :failures wou.ld seem to lie in preparation 
and presentation. . Th~ music program. can reach the :maximum 
o:f e:f:fectiveness only through a well conceived and well 
presented plan ... 
To see more speci:ficallywhat preparation is required 
to carry out 
necessary to 
the music-program e:f:fectively, it will be 
·---y 
analyz~ that program. \Although the subject of' 
- . . . ~ 
music is presented as a whole in the program, it is best to 
consider its constituent parts :for the sake o:f analysis. 
Music should be brought to.- children in :five ways: expressive 
bodily movement, listening, singing, instrument playing, 
and creating.~ These elements may be presented in a program 
l . Mursell, op.- cit., pp.o 8-31. _ 
2 Ibid., p. 70. 
- .· 
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such as has been devised by Thompson and Nordholm1 and is 
in wide ·use throughout the country. lJhe ·basic program f'or 
all o:f the grades and the specific program :for the kinder-
garteh and :first grade are outlin_ed in three· sections as 
:follows~ 
A. Listening: (This may be done during rest. _periods, 
at specified times,. or at any time when an activity 
or mood suggests it.)-
1. To singing --
2~ To the piano _ 
3• To the phonograph 
B. Performing · ·. 
1. By singing,- alone or in the group (at least 
twenty-:five minutes each day) 
2. Through rhythmic interpretations, dramati-
zations, mimetic play 
3~ By playing_rhythmic games 4. By playing rhytbin:instruments 
c. Creating 
1~ Through songs 
2. Through rhythms 
3.~ Through the making_ ·o:r. instruments 
4. Thro~h drawing· pi_ctures ,){ 
One o:f the problems that the teacher at the kinder-
garten or first grade-level will be confronted with is the 
"out-o:f-tunett singer. Withproper training, this problem 
should be very nearly eliminated by the second or third 
grade, but it is quite common in the earlier grades. The 
teacher at this level must be adept at the handling o:f this 
situation. 
In grade two, the basic program is continued and 
enlarged upon. The. 11 out-o:f~tunen singers continue to be 
·l Tb.o:rn.pson, Carl 0. and Harriet Nordholm, Keys To 
~T;,.:;:e..;;.a;_;;c;.::h::.:in~~E=l=em=e.;;:;;n;:t~a,:Tr~-~S;;..;c;;;.;h=o..::...::.o-rl-·;:;.:M;;.:;.u_s;.::;i~c, (Minne~polis: Paul A. Schmitt 
Music Company_, 19 9 • 
c 
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treated where tb.is is necessary. The prime addition to the 
basic protn:am is the introduction o:f music reading •. This, 
it should be noted, is started only if and when the children 
are ready :for it. This can be determined by the music 
specialist or, where this is not possible, by the classroom 
teacher on the basis o:f singing ability, word-reading ability, 
and accuracy o:f rhythmic responses. 
In grade three, the use o:f melody instruments is 
.' introduced. These include instruments such as the tonette, 
song-flute, harmonica, and xylophone. Some o:f the melody 
instruments can be built by members o:f the class as a part 
o:f their creative work. At this :j,evE?l, class piano teaching 
is also added to the basic program. 
Grade :four sees the introduction o:f two-part singing, 
again with the provision that the children are ready :for it. 
Rhythmic activities become more directily related to music. 
'Ihe :free play and dra...rn.a ti~a tion o:f the primary grades in such 
activities are utilized in developing an understanding o:f 
meter, phrasing, and keeping time. 
In the :fifth and sixth grades, the basic pattern with 
its·additions continues to be enlarged upon. More difficult 
two-part singing is presented in grade five, and work in the 
theory of music is begun.. In grad~ six, the singing of 
three-part music is introduced. 
{As a result o:f this study through the first six grades, 
_ ...... ~ the child should be able to sing confidently with good rhythm 
--~- -------- - .. ---- ---------------·-- --------- - .. ·--
• 
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and intonation, and with a voic~- of good quality. He should 
be able to read music in one, two, or -three pat>ts including 
most of the difficult skips and all accidentals. He should 
have a thorough background of good music, an understanding 
of musical instruments, a knowledge of elementary theory. 
. - .- . - . 
and the experience of having created his own music. lliis 
is but a partial list.- First and foremost, however, the 
student should hav:e a lovefor good music, a feeling of 
confidence in hismusical ability, ~da desire to 
participate in musical activitles. 
A. perusal' of this-course of study points up two things 
im_rnediately. Such a program cannot be handled completely by 
a music supervisor who visits a class but -once or twice 
weekly. Tqe classroom teacher must play the major role in 
carrying out the_plan,~ 
No matter how wise or skilled the music supervisor 
may be, her efforts, in large measure., ·depend upon the 
musical attitude of the person who lives with the · 
children day by day. For niusic is not a piecemeal 
affair to be relegated to one or two periods a week, 
when select:Lons or skills assigned to a particular 
grade level· are applied by the teacher whetl;l.er she may 
be a music specialist or the homeroom teacher.l · 
Secondly, it is clear that, in order to carry out 
- -
such a program efficiently, the classroom teacher must have 
a thorough background in music~ Only in this way can she 
approach the subject with the assurance that she must have 
1 Sheehy, Emma D., "Music-and the Classroom Teacher", 
Music in the Elementar School, (Cl:licago: Music Educators 
National Conference, 19 1 p. 37. ·. - · 
ll 
in order to develop confidence on the part of her students. 
Thompson and Nordholml clearly demonstrate the 
knowledge and training a teacher needs in order to present 
the- program outlined here.. For the sake of brevity, these 
requirements are here paraphrased. 
The teacher should first have a thorough understand~ng 
of the fundamentals of music. This includes knowledge-
-starting with the staff and procee_ding through scales, 
_key-signatures and time~slgnatures, to chords in root 
position and inversions. ·Beyond the fundamentals, the 
teacher should have the following skills: 
1. Skill in the use of the pitch pipe. This involves 
anunderstanding ofmusic theory. 
2. The ability to transpose. This is often necessary 
.. 
. to place a song within the range of the voices 
singing it. 
3. The ability to take melodic dictation. This is 
necessary in carrying out a program of creative 
music. 
4. The·ability to play the piano. There are 
substitutes for the piano, such as the phonograph, 
but the piano is so useful in all phases of 
teaching music that it should be considered an 
essential. 
-~- Tho"'""·pson and Nordholm, 
.u... op. cit., pp. 1-_52. 
5. The ability to. improvise. This, of course, 
presupposes the.ability to play the piano. 
6. The skill" to s_ing artistically.. Children 
imitate the teacher. 
7. The practical knowledge ofmelody instruments. 
8 .. · The ab_j..lity to conduct. This infers score 
reading,_a.s well as the .beat patterns. 
12 
It is_fair, then, to say that the classroom-teacher 
should be well versed musically.. To gain this degree. of 
~ 
proficiency in musicwould undoubtedly take a considerable 
amount of time and effort on the part of the teacher-
tri::linee.. To asslire that the trainee does acquire this level. 
of musicianship, it must·be made possible within the schedule 
-of the teacher-training institution. There is sufficient 
reason to believe that standards, in this _regard, are not 
as high as they should be~ 
One music e£lucator·writes: 
Thriug.p;h th~ self-contained classroom has of l,ate 
years been the aim of administrators--~ elementary 
education, most of thenJ.,W:ill agree that the average 
classroom teacher ·laclcs· the ~a hili ty to give children 
ari adequate background iri music. Because of 
insufficient. training, these cl~ssroom teachers feel· 
·handicapped, unhappy, and iriseclire in teaching music. 
Likewise, it is. true that; t)::te average student entering 
teacher-training colleges appear·s to 9:-ve had little, 
if any, previous· instruction in music. 
l Hutchinson, Florence w .. , "Preparation in Music for 
the Glassroom Teacher 11 ,. Music Educators Journal, XLI 
(J'urie-July, 1955~ 26) •. · 
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. . 
In the State_ o:f Minnesota, a study was made on this 
pr()b~em by a committee on·Music in Higher Education.l In 
making their survey, letters and questionaires were sent 
out to one hundred cities and towns in Minnesota. Answers 
to some o:f the questions are quite revealing. The :first 
inquiry concerned the per cent o:f elementary teachers who 
were capable o:f teaching their own vocal music. Answers 
to this question ranged :from-:four per cent to one hundred 
per cent. 11 The greatest per cent not able to teach their 
own music lies above the 5o%."2 
Today, the music curriculum o:f:fers a wide range o:f 
musical activities--singing o:f many types o:f songs, 
playing o:f instruments, score reading, participating 
in enjoyable rhythmic activities~-:from which the teacher 
may choose those that best meet the interests or 
specific needs o:f the-class, or which suits her own 
abilities. 
Many classroom teachers are hesitant in assuming 
responsibility :for such a program, which requires 
enthusiasm, a :fair degree o:f informality and :freedom, 
and a :functional ?Jlowledge o:f music itself i:f the 
program is to be truly :functional.) 
The :foregoing- are examples o:f evidence that the 
musical training of elementary classroom teachers may be 
de:ficient in some way. Within the experience o:f many music 
· educators who teach in the early_ grades, . the same need has 
been evidenced. I:f this ·very real problem is to be overcome,· 
:further study into the issue is necessary. 
l Newton, Margaret, 11Music :for the Elementary 
Music Educators Journal, XL (Sept.-Oct., 1953, 67). 
2 Ibid. 
3 Choate, op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
Teacher-" , 
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IJhe studentwho•enters a teachers college with a 
musical background, particularly with the ability to play 
. the piano, is not a major problem. in this respect. The 
many peoply who enter their training period with little or 
no experience in music, however, present a problem of 
major concern. 
Music is often thought o:f as a strangely mystical 
field by many people who have had little to do with it. 
It is not difficult to understand why a new teacher entering 
the elementary school f-ield with this attitude would 
hesitate to teach the subject.· In fact; that this is 
allowed to ht:tppen could lead to the perpetuation of the 
problem. 
The greatest single need of the classroom teacher of 
music-is confidence. ·Her trepidations may stem from 
previous unpleasant experiences or from misguided 
attitudes. Mar1y non~musicians believe that only the 
exceptionally talented can "make music 11 • Un::fortunately, 
many of these teachers did nothave happy musical 
experiences when they were in the elementary school. 
Since human beings tend to repeat pleasurable experiences 
and to avoid repetition of those experiences that were 
unpleasant, it follows that many classroom teachers are 
not interested in participating in the musical growth 
of their children.l -_ - . 
Educators in the teacher-training schools must deal 
with this particular phase of the problem.· It is illogical 
to assume that a teacher who has a negative attitude 
toward music-will inculcate anything but the same attitude 
-,\ J Dubois, Charlotte, 11 Tb.e Musical Experience of the 
'---~room Teacher 11 , Etude, LXXIII (May, 1955, 10). 
in her pupils. It is more important to overcome these 
.feelings o.f in~ecurity and ineptness that it is to teach 
.fundamentals. nA teacher'sconviction and enthusiasm are 
15 
worth more than all the me-thodologies ever invented and all 
t:Q.e devices .for classroom management eve; hatc):led."l And yet, 
·it· would seem possible that a normal person could learn 
both how·to enjoy music and how to teach it within the 
expanse o.f the .four years, allotted to teacher-training. 
:Ihe task of' the music instructors in the teachers 
colleges seems to. be two-.fold. They must present the 
material necessary to carry on an e.f.ficient elementary 
music program, demonstrate the methods by which this 
program can be e.f.fected, and teach the skills which must 
.accompany these methods. In addition, they should provide 
treatment .for the student who has developed a poor attitude 
or a complex.about the subject. :Ihis treatment should take 
the .form of pleasant and enjoyable musical experiences, 
including those which require student participation, thus 
building a .favorable attitude and breaking down the 
mystical barrier that seems to surround the .field. 
At this point, it might be well to re.fer again to 
the study on this problem that was made in Minnesota. 2 To 
the.inquiry on the .feelingo.f elementary teachers concerning 
their college music preparation,· .five replys were listed in 
the exact words o.f the teachers: 
1 Mli.rsell, op.· cit., p. 2. 
2 Newton, op. cit., pp~ 67-68. 
.............. ----------~----------------
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1. Before we could graduate from college, our music 
instructor required-every student to take and pass 
a course in voice, piano 'one and two, music · · 
methods, music apprecl.atibn, plenty of solfeggio 
and fundamentals. We had to actually do the music 
teaching in our classes. We .are grateful for 
adequate experience. 
2. More time should be spent on nteaching the teacher 
how to teach musicn to children. Fundamentals are 
necessary, but learning the application of the . 
fundamentals is what a teacher needs and that is 
what is lacking in teacher training. 
3. Students leave with very little or no knowledge of 
·the basic textbooks nor· do they know how to use 
them.. · 
4. Provide more time and opportunities for practice 
teaching. . . _ 5. Colleges teach music fundamentals but not methods. 
The teacher wants to_know how to present elementary 
music problems to children and to lay a good 
foundation in an interesting way. ·Too much time 
isspent in singing just for fun. Little 
opporturiity is given inlearning how to present a 
rote song, a rote note and reading readiness song, 
and rhythmic problems. The elementary teacher 
needs these approaches and wants them. 
Worthnoting also are the replys to a request for 
suggestions by the .teachers as to what was lacking in their 
college music courses and what improvements could be made. 
1. Elementary majors have difficulty in competing or 
learning when placed in music classes with music 
majors,. 
2 •. Teachers resent being taught by the so-called 
experts who have not had much work with children. 
3. Some colleges take for granted-that all students 
know something about music when real~y there are 
some who know verylittle. Such teachers are in 
classes with people who have had better opportunities, 
and those who have not acquired a complex and are 
afraid to let their inadequacies be known. 4. Too much stress is placed on reading books and 
writing term papers, ·rather than actually learning 
nhow to teachmusic 11 • There is not enough 
instruction given to the specific problems such as 
how to help the non-singer; how to present a 
certain--rhythmic problem; jJ.st how to teach a note-
read~ng lesson by syllables, numbers, or letter 
/- 1.7 names; how to present a listening lesson. 5• Please give us_a working knowledge of the piano. 
Please teach us "how to -teach" music. 
With all· of the preceding material in mind, it should 
be possible to draw a general set of requirements for a 
teacher-training course. In.order to present effectively 
13. music program such as has been outlined in this chapter, 
the prospective teacher should have experience in the 
following areas: 
A. Theory: This area· should include enough work in. 
the fundamentals so that related areas such as 
piano and conducting can be facilitated. 
B. Music Education: This area should include the 
materials and methods of teaching all phases of 
·the program. 
0. Piano: This area should include enough study to 
enable the teacher to accompany simple songs, 
. rhythmic activities, and dramatizations. 
Improvisation shoUld be part of this study. 
Groups should be. small. 
D. Voice: This area should provide careful attention 
to individual problems. Groups should be small. 
Chorus activity is also included in this category. 
E. Music Appreciation: This area should logically 
include all music work, but special study in this 
area is necessary .. 
'F. Conducting: Thisarea should include score reading. 
It·can be presented in connection with choral 
18 
activities. 
G. Practice Teaching: This area shoUld include the 
.. 
teaching o.f music in the regular practice teaching 
experience. 
In addition to these .fundamentals, other musical 
studies and activities are desirable. Instrumental classes 
are beneficial, especially when instrumental ensembles are 
available .for utiliza:t~on __ <;>i' the knowledge gained. Further 
study in any of the above nrune.d,areB:s is also profitable. 
In Chapter III; the music cour.ses available to 
students o.f Elementary Education in twenty-one State Teachers 
Colleges are discussed and analy~ed. Each of these colleges 
is .first treated individually, including general information 
and a listing o:t; the courses with explanations where 
necessary. These colleges are then analyzed as a group. 
19 
. CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA 
Danbury State · Teac.hers ·College 
Danbury State Teachers College~ located in the western 
·section o:f Connecticut~ o:f:fers the Bachelor of Science Q.,egree 
in Elementary Education and Elementary and Secondary Music 
Education. In addition the college awards the Associate o:f 
Science degree 1.n the following areas:- General Education~ 
General Education :for Nurses~ Laboratory Tec:tmology, Juhior 
Engineering, and Electronics. 
The :faculty nunibers eighty-one in its entirety.: Thi.s 
includes a regular college faculty of thirty-nine, ten 
specialists in applied music, six specialists in engineering~ 
and twenty~six teachers in the training schools •. Among the 
. regular college faculty o:f thirty-nine.a:re :four instructors 
of music. education~ · Th·e approximate· enrollment of the 
college is ·:rour hun.dred in ·the day college arid :five hundred • 
in the evening college arid.extension courses. 
Eight courses inmusic are·offered in tb.e El~mentary 
Curriculum. Of these, :fo~ are required and :four are 
elective. Two of the .required courses are in the theory 
:field and are presented in the first and second years 
consecutively. These courses are designed to develop the 
student t s ability to read vocal_ music o;f ti,J:l_e type usually 
used in the elementary school and to-read and memorize rote 
e· 
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songs. The third.required course involves a survey of the 
relation of tp.e elementary teacher to the whol·e music 
education progr~m and the techniques necessary to further 
the program. .. The final requirement is ?- study of the 
history and appreciation of :m.usic which stresses the 
possibilities of the use of this subject in the elementary 
school. 
Two courses in music appreciation, one technical, 
the other noh-technical, and a course in appreciation of 
the opera are offered as electives as is a har~ony co~se 
1-rhich iilcorporates keyboard harmony. Prerequisite to the 
latter course is the ability to play simple folk tunes. on 
the piano$ 
Credit is offered for participation in the.chorus 
and orchestra.. The college also supports men's and women's 
vocal ensembles.and a band on a· non-credit basis. 
New Haven State Teachers College 
New Haven State Teachers College, located in souther:a 
_ --~~O!h'lec ticut, offers the Bache_lor of Science degree in the 
following areas: Early Childhood E<;lucatJon, Intermediate 
and Upper Grade.Education, Special Educa:t~on, Health and. 
Physical Education, Library Service,.andNurses Education. 
In cooperation with.Yale University, the college also offers 
cpurses leading to the Master of Arts degree. 
The teaching staff numbers~ one hundred and· twenty-
sevenmembers_, including the ·instructors in the six training 
schools. Approximate enrollment at .the college is nine 
hundred. 
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The music department consists of three members who 
direct the various courses and extra-curricular activities 
in their field. Music courses for the Early Childhood 
and the Intermediate .and Upper Grade groups are the same. 
Six courses are offered of which three are required. Two 
o:f the required courses de9:1 with music theory, the first 
being prerequisite to the second. The lat~~r course 
investigates some of the problems of ~resenting this material 
in the_ elementary grades. The third required course is a 
study of the techniques andrriaterials employed fl.t the 
elementary level. 
·Twoof the electives are in the history-appreciation 
field.. These ar.e uMusic History and Appreciation11 and 
. . . 
"Music of the Classic and Romantic Periods". The remainirig 
elective course is a piano class designed for .teachers who 
would like to accompany classroom singing. 
A glee. club and band are maintained for interested 
students. No credit·i~ offered for partic:i.pation in these 
groups, however. 
Teachers College of Connecticut 
Teachers College ofConnecticut, located in New Britain, 
Connecticut, offers the Bachelor of Science degree in the 
...:.. following areas: Elementary Education; Secondary Education 
..- in Business Education,. English,. Industrial Arts, Mathematics, 
Science (Biological and Physical), and Social Science. 
The college also awards the Associate of ·science degree 
in General Education. 
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The largest of New England's State _Teachers Colleges, 
it boasts an enrolLment of slightly over one thousand with 
another four hundred enrolled in evening and extension 
courses. While a vast majority of students are from 
,· . - . 
Connecticut, the scho_ol cHita,logues students from eight 
other states; Panama, arid Germany. 
Teachers College of Connecticut employs a full-time 
faculty· of ninety-.five members pl11s a· faculty of. forty-
seven in its three training schools. Among the college 
faculty members are four full-time music instructors. 
Although eleven credit courses are offered in the 
music field, only one is requir:ed of all degree students. 
This is a course inmusic appreciation w:P,ich consists 
fundamentally of listening and is intended to enrich 
understanding and increase enjoyment of musical literature.-
Students majoring in Elementary Education are required 
to complete two other music course offerings: "Fundamentals 
. . . 
of Music" and "Teaching of Music•in the Elementary Schools 11 • 
The former course is a study of music reading, ear-training, 
and elementary music theory. ·The latter course is a study 
of materials and techniques used in the elementary schools 
and envelops actual_ teaching experience. 
The college offers another theory course, somewhat 
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advanced over the first, as an elective. A second elective, 
11Music in Everyday Life 11 , delves into music in the theater, 
radio, and cinema and also reviews the works of contemporary 
American composers. 
Instrumental classes in strings, woodwinds, and 
brasses are offered along with voice and piano classes. 
Students can arrange to receive college credit in applied 
music by taking private lessons in nearby music schools. 
The college chorus, ·which is active in the school 
and community, is open to all students on a credit basis. 
The only other musical organization at the college i.s the band 
which plays at athletic funetions and special assemblies, 
but offers no credit with participation. 
Willimantic State Teachers College 
Willimantic State Teachers College~ located in the 
eastern section of' Connecticut., offers- .the Bachelor of 
Science de-gree in the: following areas: Elementary Education, 
-Kindergarten Education; and Nursery Schoo;t Education. fue 
college also awards the Associate of Science degree in 
General Education. 
A faculty of fifty-five members, including the 
training school teachers and two music instructors, is 
maintained. -.The approximate enrollment is two hundred and 
fifty in the regular day college arid five hundred in the 
extension courses. 
Music offerings include three required and four electiye 
• 
courses. Two o:f the three-required courses, ttFoundations 
o:f Music Education I" and 11Founda tioris o.f Music Education II 11 , 
are in the theory .field. The third required course, ttMusic 
Education in the Elementary School'~! encompasses the 
techniques anCJ.IIlateri,~ls needed to teach all phases o.f 
elementary music except actual instrumental work. 
Two survey courses in music appreciation account 
:for hal.f o.f the :four-elective courses, the other two being 
an elective general-chorus_ and: a selective choi~. A college 
band is also part o.f the.college music program; however, this 
is considered extra-curricular. 
Aroostook State Teachers College 
Aroostook State Teachers College, located in Presque 
Isle in northern Maine, o.f:fers the Bachelor o:f Science 
degree in Elementary Educ·a tion and .Junior_ High School 
Education. 
The college faculty ot eleven members includes one 
_ music instructor.· There. are approximately one hundred 
students enrolled at Aroostook. 
Fourcoursesare offered ·in the .field o.f music. Of' 
these, two are required and two are elective. 11Fundamentals 
of' Music'• involves some appreciation work along with the 
development o:f. notation and. condubting skills and is 
required of' all :freshmen. This precedes the req~tred 
Sophomore course, 11Music Educationtt, which carries on the 
work of' the :first course in addition toa survey of' music 
education and methods of teaching musical skills and music 
appreciation. 
The two elective course~ are "Music Appreciation'' and 
"Instrumental Music". The latter course entails the actual 
. . . 
st~dy of a woodwind~ brass, or keyboard instr:ument and 
demands private. pract_ice and performance. 
The college supports a·student chorus which is open 
·to all on anon-credit basis. 
Farmington State Teachers College 
Farmin:gton State Teachers. College, located in central 
Maine, offers the Baql;l..elor of· Science deg_ree in Elementary-
Junior High School Education and Home. Economics' Education. 
The college lists.fOrty faculty members including 
seventeen in the training school and one instructor o:f 
. . - . -
music. Student enrollment exceeds four hundred. 
"Fundamentals of. Music 11 .and "Music Education" are 
the two music requirements in. the Elementary-Junior High 
School program~ These two courses familiarize the student 
with the fields of· appreciation, notation, and methods and· 
materials. 
Catalogued as electives .are two courses; one in music 
appreciation, which is restricted to modern music; and 
nAdvanced Music u; which consists o.f the study of junior 
high school methods and materials and the art of conducting. 
Credit is granted for participation in any of the 
performing musical groups. Choral activities include a 
., Freshman Women's Glee Club, a Women's Glee Club, a Men's . 
Glee Club, and a Vesper Choir. ·In the instru:r;(lental f'ield, 
the college maintains both an orchestra and a band. 
Gorham. State Teachers College: 
· Gorham. State Teachers College, located in Gorham, 
M~ine, twelve miles west of Portland, of'f'ers the Bachelor 
o:f Science degree in the following areas! Kindergarten-
Priraary Education, General-Elementary Educatlon, Junior 
,::~;;High School Education, and Industrial Arts Education. 
Th:ere are :forty-six :faculty members on the college 
sta:f:f including the training school group· o:f seventeen and· 
one instructor o:f music. Gorham. is the largest o:f Maine's 
State Teachers Colleges, enrolling more than :five hundred 
students. 
Six courses comprise the music offerings at this 
college. Two required courses, 11Fundament·als o:f Musicu and 
11Music Educationn, acquaint the student with music as it is 
taught in elementary schools, including work in appreciation, 
notation, and philosophy o:f music education. In addition, 
the latter course allows the student to observe instructors 
a~ well as other teacher-trainees. in actual teach~ng 
situations. 
Also made available at Gorham as electives are 
"Music Appreciationll and r1Instrumental Musictt. The college 
o:f:fers two elective courses in voice training: 11 Principles 
o:f Singing11 and 11Remedial Singingu. The latter course is 
recommended for those who have feelings of hesitation and 
inferiority about working with music. This class is 
limited to ten members. 
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For those who are interested and q~alify, the college 
maintains .fl.. women's glee club, a men 1 s glee club, and a 
band on a non-credit basis. 
State Teachers College at Bridgewater 
State Teachers College at Bridgewater, located 
about twenty miles south of Boston,· offers the Bachelor 
of Science degree in the following areas:: Elementary 
Education; and Secondary Education in English, Science and 
Mathematics, General Science, Social Studllies, Geography, 
and History. The same degree is awarded to women majoring 
in Physical Education and Health for Elementary, Junior, 
and Senior High Schools. The Master of Education degree is 
also available at Bridgewater • 
. The college has a faculty of forty-two members with 
an additional fourteen in its training school. Numbered 
among the faculty is one music instructor. Total enrollment 
exceeds six hundred. 
Of the fiv:e music course offerings, four ~-13. open to 
and required of students majoring in Elementary Education. 
The first course is one in elementary music theory which 
covers the rudiments necessary at the elementary lev-~1. 
The second is a course in music appreciation which is a 
general survey of music from Bach to the present. The 
third is a course in methods and materials used in Elementary 
Education. The fourth, nMusic Conference on Practice 
Teaching", consists o.f- eight conference periods in wh,:Lch 
common problems_are discussed and O.emonstrat;ion lessons 
are given~ 
The college supports a gle~ cl-ub and al}. orchestra 
.for interested students on a ·:non-credit basis •. 
Fitchburg State Teachers College 
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Fitchburg State Teachers College, located in the 
north-central section o.f Massachusetts, .o.f.fers the Bachelor 
o.f Sci.ence.degree· in the .following areas: Elementary 
Education, Upper-Grade Junior: High.School Education,_ 
Industrial Arts Education, Nursing,· and Special Education 
.for the Teaching o.f the Mentally Retarded. The MasteJ;?_o.f 
Education degree· may be earned: at Fitchburg. 
The college .faculty numbers thirty-five members with 
an addi.tional twerity.;.eight in thetraining·schools. The 
.faculty includes one instructor-of music education. 
Enrollment at the college is approximately . .five hundred and 
.fifty. 
The music department o.f.fers ten courses~ r-1usic 
requirements di.ffe·r slightly in the Elementary and Upper 
Grade-Junior High School groups. _Elemeritary.re.fers to the 
.first six grades; Upper Grade-Junior High School embraces 
grades .five through nine, necessitating the inclusion o.f 
both group requirements in this study. nMusic I 11 and 
11Music -rrtt are requ·ired .for both groups. These are 
comprehensive studies including therudiments of music 
and music appreciation. For those in the Elementary 
Curriculum, the third required course is uMusic in 
·."Elementary Educationn. In· this course, objectives and 
techniques of teaching music in the first six grades are 
considered as well as the obseJ:>yation of actual classroom 
situations. For students in the Upper Grade-Junior High 
School Curriculum, the third required course is "Music in 
Upper Grades 11 • This course is similar in content to the 
course ·just discussed but emphasis here is placed on 
.techniques in the fifth 'and sixth grades. 
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Six electives are offered,· all of them being in the 
history-appreciation field, ranging f.rom general appreciation 
to "Twentieth-Century Nusic 11 and including courses on 
11Folk Songn, "The Symphonryn, and nThe Opera 11 • 
A glee club is open to all students on a non-credit 
basis. 
Framingham State Teachers College 
Framingham State Teachers College, located tv-renty 
miles west of Boston, o;ffers the Bachelor of Science degree 
in the ~ollowing areas: Elementary Education, Home 
Economics, and Vocational Household Arts. 
One music instructor is numbered in the college 
faculty of forty members. The affiliated training school 
employs.a faculty of fifteen members. The college enrolls 
slightly under s~x h~dred students. 
._. 
·~ 
Of the nine credit courses o.ff'ered in the musi(} 
.field, five a.re included in the Eleme!ltary Curricu~um; 
four of these are required of all students majoring 
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in Elemer:ttary Education. -The first of these, 11 Introduction 
to Music 11 , is essentially-an appreciation course in which 
the major fields of·music composition are explored.. The 
second course, 11Music Theoryn, is a study of the rudiments 
of music.· 11Method_s of Tea-ching Music_? tt, the third required 
course, is a study of_ the problems involved in elementary 
school music. 'The fina,l requirement, nsurvey of Public 
School Music u, _ encompas-ses' a review of school music and a 
study of methods ~d materials used in-teaching singing, 
instrumental music, and music appreciation. 
There is .but one elective, uMusic Appreciation11 , 
_ op~n':. tbsthe students in the Elementary Curriculum. Three 
music groups are maintained: glee club, instrumental 
ensemble, and choi:r• Choir is offered on a non-credit 
basis. A full and varied schedule is maintained for the 
singing groups. 
Lowell State Teachers Coll-ege 
Lowell Stat-e -Teachers College, located approximately 
twenty-five miles northwest of Boston, ofi'ers the Bachelor 
of Science degree_in Elementary-Education and Music 
Education. 
_ Twenty-nine educators; including six full-time music · 
instructors, constitute. the faculty body. • An additional 
•• 
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.fourteen members teach in the training scp.ools. 1he college 
enrolls approximately four hundred students. 
Students following the Elementary Curriculum are 
required to complete only two music courses. The first, 
"Music Appreciation", is a study of the inf'Jrill.ences o:f 
culture and custom·on the music o:f many lands. The second 
required course, "Music in the Elementary Curriculum", 
i stresses the skills required and the materials necessary 
to teach music in the_elementaryschools. 
Two other courses in music are available as electives. 
"The Enjoyment Q:f r1usicu is an extensive study o:f the 
importance of music on the social growth of man. The 
remaining course is "Italian Dictionu. 
Credit is available to all students who are active 
in the college band. Chorus participation is ori a non-
credit basis. 
North Adams,State Teachers Colle.cte 
North Adams State Teachers College, located in the 
northwestern corner o:f Massachusetts, o:f:fers the Bachelor of 
Science degree in the following areas: Elementary Ecucation, 
Junior High School Education, and Guidance. The Master o:f 
Education degree may be earned at North Adams. 
One music instructor is numbered amongthe fifteen 
college :faculty members and eleven training school 
instructors •. The approximate enrollment o:f the college is 
two hundred • 
• 
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The music department offers four music courses of 
which only one is required. -This course, "Music Appreciationn, 
considers musical form over the past three c:enturies. One 
of the elective offerings_, . 11Elementary Theory and Harmonytt, 
is a study of musical notation and ear-training. The two 
remaining elective courses present the history of music 
and nineteenth century music. The latter course is offered 
only if a sufficient number of students elect it. Music 
education methods and materials are considered in a 
comprehensive required course dealing with the entire 
Elementary Curriculum • 
. A glee club and an orchestra are established 
activities at North Adams. These clu,b~, are open to all 
students on a non-credit bas1s. 
Salem State Teachers College 
Salem State Teachers- College, ·located about twelve 
miles northeast of Boston,_offers the Bachelorof Sciehce 
degree in the following areas: ~ Elementary Education, Junior 
High School Education, and.Business Education. 
The faculty numbers forty-two members including one 
music instructor, with an additional thirteen teachers in 
.,, 
the training school. The college enrolls approximately 
six hundred students. 
Of the five courses in tb.e music curriculum, two 
are elective. Another is required of.all.students in the 
Elementary Education program, a four.th is required of these 
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students plus those·in.the Junior High School Curriculum 
and a .fi.fth is .a requirement .for only the latter group. 
The course required o.f both dev!slons, 11Nature and 
Signi.fi.CfU1Ce o.f Music", considers singing skills and 
elements o.f theory along with some work iri music appre~iation. 
-· . "" 
''E~ementary School Music", required o.f the elementary group, -
is planned to .farniliarize.the student with theory and 
practice o.f school music teaching through lectures, 
demonstrations, and practice teachine? ... 
Two other courses, ''Human Values in Music", which 
deals with the aesthetics o.f.music, and nsurvey o.f Music", 
which is a general course continuing the work o.f the required 
~tnlrsEP /'Nature and Signi.f.icanee o.f }fusic n, are o.f.fered on 
an elective basis. 
. . 
A choir of' mixed voices and· a women's glee club 
are open to students who qualify.. These are available 
without credit. 
Westfield State Teachers College 
Westfield State Teachers College, located in the 
southwestern section o.f Massachusetts, of.fers the Bachelor 
of Science degree in the .following-areas~ grades one 
thrEmgh six and grades five through e·ight. 
The college employs a .faculty o.f twenty-six including 
eigh:Y .full time instructors-in the training school and four 
who teach in both the training school and the college. 
Within the faculty if'! oil_e instruc ttor o.f music_ education. 
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The college enrollment exceeds two_hundred. 
Music requirements are identical for both student 
gr_oups. Three courses are offered· and all three are required. 
The first of ~hese is a theory course encompassing a study 
of notation and eleme~~ary mus4c problems. _The second is 
an appreciation course in which emphasis is placed on 
listening. The final course is a methods course-which 
includes observation of classroom techniques. 
No music clubs are listed. 
Worcester State Teachers College 
Worcester State Teachers College, located approx~ately 
-.forty miles west of Boston offers the Bachelor of Science in 
the following areas: Early Childhood Education, Elementary 
Education, and Second~y Education. In addition, courses 
ieading to the Master of Education degree are available. 
The college maintains a .faculty o.f thirty-five members 
with an additional ten teachers in the training school. 
One music instructor is included in the faculty. Total 
enrollment exceeds four hundred-and .fi.fty. 
Two music courses are offered and both are required 
of students majoring in the elementary field. The first 
of these is a theory course which involves the study of 
notation,- conducting, and some music- appreciation. The 
second course is titled nTeaching of Music 11 and deals wit!l 
methods and materials for this purpose. 
The organized college activities include glee clubs 
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and a music appreciation club. 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene Teachers College, located in the sou~hwestern 
corner of New Hampshire, offers the Bachelor of Education 
degree in the following areas: Elementary Education, 
Secondary Education., Home Economics, and Trades and Industry. 
The Master of Education degree is offered at Keene. 
The regu~a~ faculty of forty-three members includes 
one music educator. An additional seventeen instr~qtors 
comprise the training school group. The enrollment at the 
college is approximately five hundred. 
Of the four courses offered by the music department, 
only one is required. This is a course in elementary theory 
calle4 .. "Introduction to Music 11 • 11Music in the Elemen·IJary 
School", a course which is designed to prepare the 
prospe"ctive teacher to teach musi.y at this level, is 
offered as an elective, as are the courses in music 
appreciation and conducting. This last course also includes 
study dealing with the organization and direction of musical 
groups at the second~y level. 
The college supports a glee club and a band w4ich are 
available to qualifying students on a non-credit basis. 
Plymouth Teachers College 
Plymouth Teachers Qollege, located in the north 
centra~ section of New Hampshire, offers the Bachelor of 
Education degree in the following areas: Early Childhood 
Education, Elementary Education, Secondary Education, 
Business Education, and Elementary-Secondary Education. 
The last mentioned category allows a trainee to prepare 
for both fields, rendering a more flexible education in 
terms of job opportunities; however, the preparation in 
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either field is not as thorough as one of the morE:l specialized 
curriculums. 
The college employs a. faculty of fifty-seven members 
including twenty-two instructors in the training school and 
one music instructor. Total enrollment is approximately 
three hundred. 
Nine music courses are offered, of which two are 
required of students majoring in the Elementary Education 
Curriculum. The first is ·a theory course which embraces 
the fundamentals of music. The second, 11Music in the 
Elementary School", covers most of the aspects of elementary 
music and includes a study of teaching methods •. 
For interested students, band and orchestra instruments 
are taught by the·group method in a·course that may be 
repeated provided the student studies a different instrument 
on each repeti.tion. The college also offers elective 
courses in harmony and music appreciation. 
Band, choir, and orchestra are open on a credit basis 
to selected students. 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Rhode Island College of Education, located in 
~-
•• 
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Providence, Rhode Island, of'f'ers the Bachelor of Education 
degree in the following areas: Kindergarten-Primary 
Education; Elementary Education; Secondary Education with 
emphasis on English and Social Studies; and Secondary 
Education with emphasis on Mathematics and Science. Courses 
leading to the Master of Education degree and a certificate 
in music are offered. The music courses are taken during 
three summerfi after the Bachelor of' Education degree has 
been obtained, and enable the trainee to teach music in 
Rhode Island. 
The college employs a regular :faculty of thirty-
five members, including on music instructor, and an 
additional staff' of' thirty-one in its training school as 
well as twenty-nine other critic teachers in schools 
throughout the state. Total enrollment is approximately 
f'ive hundred. 
Eight music courses are listed in the Elementary 
Curriculum. Two of' these courses are required: the :first, 
being a theory course, emphasizes sight-reading, ear-
training, and elementary harmony; the second, a methods 
course, acquaints the student with the procedures of' 
presenting music in the :first six grades. 
The six remaining musiC'. courses include two in 
harmony and four in the history-appreciation :field. The two 
harmony courses are taught consecutively, one being a 
prerequisite of' the other. The course titles of' the remaining 
-•• 
four courses provide- ample explanation of their content! 
11Husic Appreciation for- the Grades tt, "History and 
Development of Instrumental Music ri, and _nopera n. 
Studeiltsmay elect to join the college choir. No 
credit is offered for participation. 
Castleton Teachers College 
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Castleton Teachers College, located in west central 
Ver..mo;q,t, offers the Bachelor of Sciencedegree in Elementary 
Education and .Junior'HighSchool-Education. 
Castleton maintains a regular faculty of fourteen 
members iri addition to three special demonstration teacher~. 
The faculty includes one music instructor. The enrollment 
is slightly in excess of tw9 ~undred. 
Of the four courses oTf'ered, two are required and two 
are elective. The .first required cour,se combines a study 
of f'und~entals with music appreciation and elementary musiG 
problems. "FUblic School Music Techniqu~-s and 
Appreciatim:l 11 , the second requirement, is acontinuation of 
the first course with theaddition of a stUdy of useable 
materials. ttAnalysls of the Sym.pbony 11 and 11Appreciation of 
Opera 11 may-be chosen as electives. 
A women • s glee club and a mixed glee cl-ub are available 
to_ interested stu_dents on a non-credit basis. An orchestra 
is formed whenever thenurnber of qualified students permits • 
.Johnson: Teachers.· College 
.Jolmson Teachers College, located in northern Vermont, 
offers th~ Bachelo~ ,_of Science degree in Elementary 
Education and Junior High School Education. 
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Johnson ~~intains a regular faculty of twelve members 
' ·~ ""~ ·-, ·. - ·- - '• 
and an additional three demonstration teachers. One music 
instructor is in:c1u,de_9.-.. jp.. ,tl~~.--re~~~~ ._facul,~. The college 
enrolls approximately one hundred students. 
The music department offers nine. courses, at least 
four of which are- required in the • Elemen-tary Curriculum. 
A non-credit course, uRemedial_Musicu, embodying very 
elementary theory taught at the piano keyboard, is required 
of Fresbmen who cannot pass a diagnostic test. Four other. 
courses are required of the students majoring in Elementary 
Education. -The first of these, 11Ftm.dami:mt~ls'of Musicn, 
carries on the work begun in the remedial course, adding 
a study of the materials used at the elementary level. The 
second, a course in music appreciation is essentially a 
listening program. The third, _ttMus:i,.y_ Teaching Techniques tt, 
demonstrates and d:!-scussesmethods of teaching the rote 
song, rhythm band, and music reading. The fourth require-
ment, "Teaching 1-!l:usic Appreciation", is designed to help 
the teacher plan I!L_music appreciation program. 
Four courses areoffered on an elective basis. 
uMusic Wor-kshopu continues the study of teaching methods, 
and 11 The Evolu_t;t6n of Music in History1' is a survey of the 
,_significance of musig i~ tl:le progress of civilization. 
Group lessons in piano comprise the w_ork of the other ---two 
. . 
~ •, 
el:.actives, classes being given for-beginning and inter-
mediate students. Th_ese classes are lirilited to i'our 
students, anp._ ohl.y the music nec1:3ssary to qarry o.p._a.,n 
elementary program is conside_red. 
_Participation in the· college chorus is open ~o all 
on.a non-credit basis. 
Lyndon Teachers College 
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Lyndon.T~achers College, _located in northeastern 
Vermont, oi'i'ers the Bachelor of' Science degree in El1:3mentary 
• '< .. -
Education and Junior High School Education.. To :tal 
.enrollment is approximately one h:undred. 
One music instructor is· responsible :Cor the seven 
' course o:r:reringa. in music •. - ~_The only required course, 
"Introduct-ion to Musicn, presents e3.ementary' theory_, Students, 
however, are required to elect at least-two of' the remaining 
siJX: courses which include a course in music appreciation, one 
in elementary school music, two in keyboard harmony, and two 
in· choral conducting. 
CHAP-TER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
An examination of Table I,_ page 42, shows a 
fund,_~ental similarity in music course offerings among 
the schools. -Most notable i,~t_ 11El~mentary Music Education" 
which is essentially a course in methods and materials of 
teaching in theelenientary grades~ ~i::J course is made 
available at all colleges reported-on, and further, with 
only two exceptions, it is a required study at these 
institutions~ The next greatest similarity As._ found in_ 
the theory field. At least one- course in theory is 
scheduled and required by all but two o£ the colleges 
reported on. The third basic similarity,~s in music 
appreciation. All- except two of th.e colleges inc:lude:~.this 
course in their curricu+\Ulls, although-only seven of the 
schools consider it arequirement. These are fundamental 
studies and certainlynecessary o:nes to trainees who are 
expected to teach music in their future work. 
-.At this point,- .similarity ends and further courses 
seem to be scheduled at the dis~retion of the music 
instructor or college authorities.. One school has no 
studies in the music field other thanthe three mentioned 
above. Another school,-listing no elective courses in 
:rp.usic, includes only two of tb,~-!:ll;:>ove courses, anft yet 
;-
other colleges have as many as nine or ten music offerings 
\ 
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Historv of Onera v 
Historv of' Svmnhonv 
Historv of' Folk S.oruz. 
Tt:A1iAn nit>t:inn 
Instr Mus Striru!.s. L 
Tn !=I t.'T' Mn !=I l..J'inn!=l V' 
Gen Instr Mus. 
P1a.no Class I v / 
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.T,.. H S Mn!=! w.n 
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Condu~t.insz I 
Conducting II 
Choir 
Chorus L .. IL' .. ,/ 
Men's Chorus _!/" 
Women's Chorus / 
Orchestra .,/ 
Band v" V' v 
TABLE I 
MUSIC COURSES IN THE ELEMENTaRY CURRICULUMS 
OF NEW ENGLAND STATE 'rEACHERS 
C OT. T. "RC1-"R~ 
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/I 
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v _v .,/ 
/ ./ / v v v V' 
v' ,./ 
; v V' 
., v v ...... / v I 
.iL_ v ,../ v 
* Required Course 
**credit offered. Lessons taken at nearby music schools. 
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New R.I. Vermont 
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,/_ 
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availab~e. The number of the -course offerings is 
significant because of' this great variance. The 
distribution is shown in the following table: 
-TABLE II 
VARIANCE IN .NUMBER OF COURSE- OFFERINGS~t-
Numb e:r. of' courses -
d 2 3 
l- l 
4 5 6 
7 4 2 
7 8 
1 2 
9 10 
2 1 
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-;~- The number of courses does. not include performing 
groups, e.g~ orchestra, chorus, etc. -
This shows the definite lack of! coordination in the 
New England area'. 
The number of' course offerings alo~ however, is not 
an indication of the thoroughness of coverage. Fitchburg 
State Teachers College, although offering nine music 
courses, has_its entire bod,.y of' elective courses- in the 
general field of' music history and appreciation. 
This variance in the number and types of courae 
offerings is noticeable not -~nly in the overall area of' 
New England,-but in the individual States·as well. In 
-
only three instancesdoes the humber of courses offered 
repeat it-~elf' within a State, and in none of' these instances 
are the courses the saine. Opinion seems to differ widely 
as to the musical needs of the elementary teacher. 
Refering no* to the requirements of the teacher-
trainee as outlined on-pages 17-18, three areas, theory,, 
music appreciation;- and music education, are generally well 
.pr-ovided for. If' the other needs are- to be met in 
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the training of the teacher, somereorganization would 
seem to be necessary •. 
Only :four of the twenty-one c.olleges offer training 
on the piano. -It is true that keyboard harmony is included 
in the theory course in a number of instances, but this 
experience, in itself', could hardly be expected to lead 
to the degree of pro:ficiencythat would be-usable in the 
classroom~ 
Despite_its importan~e, only _two o:f the twenty-one 
. . 
- . . ' .. 
. colleges make voice tr~ining available. · One of these two 
offers a course in rem·edial singing .also. This should be 
a particularly beneficial course for those who have 
difficulty singing~ 
Other important studies. are equally neglected. 
Only two colleges o.f:fer special· study in conducting. The 
same limited number include musi~ ·appreciation methods 
as an available course~ Although the study of a musical 
instrument other than piano is beneficial to the trainee,· 
only four colleges make this _possible through school 
ins true tion. · 
It should also be noted that, with the exception 
o.f music appreciation methods, all o.f thecourses mentioned. 
beyond the first three are elective .. · It seems logical to 
assume that a person who .feels uneasy with music will not 
elect to study in this .field unless she is very concientious. 
I.f this is the case, these coi.lrses ar€1 not reaching students 
----~-~-~-~-~--------------................ 
4.5 
who derive much benefit fro:tn them. 
There seems tobe rio J,.~c:Lr of extra-curricular 
musical activities. Many of the colleges, in -!.act, are 
quite thorough iri this respect. Here again, however, the 
students who most need this type of activitya;re, in many 
instances, the ones who avoid ii)c.;~ 
Teachers College ofConnecticut, of.fering two courses 
in theo:t'-Y, two in music apprec,ia tion, two in instrumental 
classes, and one e1:1<?h in music education, piano, and voice, 
. ~ 
inaddition to extra-curricular activities, seems to best 
represent the type of teacher-trainingthat the modern 
elementary school demands with reg.~rd to music. 'Ihe fact 
that the majority o.f these courses are elective, however, 
detracts from the effectiveness of. the plan. 
If the teacher-training-requirements listed in 
Chapter II are v.J;tl.id, it l)l.ust be agreed that all of the 
colleges ~tudied require some revision in their music 
course o.f.ferings. 
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. CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
That music has a legitimate place .f..n education today 
is an established fact.· Educators agree that it has a 
wholesome and lasting. effect on the child when it is 
presented in a meaningful way. In the elementary school, 
music should oe made a part of the whole educational 
pattern. It can and should be integrated with m~y of the 
activities assigned to this educational level. 
If this plan is to be utilize4, the classroom 
teacher must bear most of the responsibility for its 
effectiveness. The opportunities to present good musical 
experiences are many and may appear at any time in the 
school day. If the classroom teacher is not prepared to 
meet them, her students are denied the benefits of such 
experiences. 
At the elementary level, music is composed of such 
a variety of activities that considerable preparation on 
the part of the classroom teacher is necessary. This 
teacher should possess a number o:f Xf1Usi:cal skills in order 
to present the subject efficiently. Her presentation 
should be confident and enthusiastic. 
The logical place for the teacher to acquire these 
skills and attitudes is in the teacher-training institution. 
That so many teachers, active in the fiel~ of_ elementary 
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education,_ are npt equipped .to cope with a modern program 
of musical studies, is reason to suspect that teachers 
colleges are not completely :ful.filling their obligation-
to the trainees.- To be effective musicitlly, the classroom 
teacher should I!eceive, in her training·, experience in 
the .following areas~ theory, music education, piano, voice, 
music appreciation, .conducting, and practice teaching. 
An investigation o.f twenty-one State Teachers 
Colleges in New England shows ·that thes~-- Colleges are 
- - -
~ . . -
generally meeting-the need?_o.f the trainee in only three 
of these ~eas: theory, music_ education~ and music 
appreciation• Some experie~ce _in music teaching is being 
. .. - ~ . . . 
gained in connection with regular practice-teaching in 
some schools. Other schools __ include this experience with 
music education, courses, but generally there is not enough 
opportunity to gain skilt in this respect. A:J.though piano 
and voice-training are considered- by niany educators to be 
essential studies .for the elementary teacher-trainee, only 
.four schools have made piano_ study available and_a mere two 
have established voice cl~sses. Similarly, only tWo schools 
have provided courses in conducting. 
fue study shows that nei~he~ the -New England region 
- ' 
. . . - . . . . 
nor the States within it are well o~ganized regarding the 
musical needs -o.f the elementary teacher. The number and 
variety o.f courses o.f.fered indicate that opinion di.f:fers 
widely. con-cerning these. needs. 
• 
It is not the purJ?ose of' this study to set up the 
ideal music progra:m. f'or a teachers college, but rather to 
demonstrate, in some measure, what the present situation 
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is. Investigation shows that there is a need f'or more and 
deeper research-on the subject.- The writer realizes that 
there are many problems such a.s administration and scheduling 
to be considered in: a 'complete study, but f'eels that the 
importance of'_ the situation warrants a thorough investigation. 
Research should be: undertaken by the people directly 
concerned with the problem;- the music instructors who 
teach in the~~ colleges. Through an_org?-niza:tion of' these 
educators, the investigation and subsequent action on 
the f'indings would be f'~cilitated. 
With school enrollments on the increase and expected 
to continue so f'or a number- of' years,·music education 
f'aces a challenge and opportunity as.does the whole of' 
education. If' provision can be made f'or_the elementary 
~ . : 
classroom teacher' to be musically equipped as she deserves 
to be, one of' the challenges will have been met. 
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